
This Document Due Date Will Be: Friday April 22nd 
 
Your Games Working Title: 

 
Names of Your Team Members: 
 
NAME:_____________________Content Creator 
The person who is responsible for coming up with the story and what the look of the game would be 
(Environment, style – look,) and determining what assets you will need (People, locations, weapons, 
accessories, etc..). All of you can obviously contribute to storyline and the games ideas. 
    
NAME:_____________________Designer 
The person who is responsible for creation of the assets needed for the story or the game (Split 
equitably between the team). You’ll be creating what the game looks like. (The rooms, the characters, 
the worlds). All of you can obviously contribute to storyline and the games ideas. 
 
NAME:_____________________Coding 
You are the person who can make this all actually happen. You use the assets your team has given you 
and make them fit in to whatever platform you are using to create it (Unity). 
 

       Regardless of your title, all of you can co-mingle and help out in any area as you go. 
 

Your Software: 
You should be creating all of your assets using Photoshop, Illustrator, Blender, Aesprite, Piskel or any 
other Adobe products you worked with this year. These files should easily transfer to your Game Builder 
of choice (Gamemaker / Unity, etc.) Your Software used should be documented in your Final GDD 
Brief*, a one-page overview of your game.  *This document is forthcoming 

        
Your Meetings: 
How you confer and collaborate with your team is entirely up to you. Use Discord. Use Teams. Use 
Zoom. Use Google Duo or Hangout. Use Skype. Anything you need to get with your team. 

 
Your Check-In’s: 
Just like your Software of Choice project, we will check in on Tuesday and Thursday about progress on 
your game. You need to provide evidence it is being worked on in the form of photos, documents, files, 
screen grabs, animations, etc.. The check-ins become a weekly Production Grade For You and your team 
after the project is complete based on your check-ins. 

 



The Game Design Document 
 

Your Game Design Document should address your target audience, the platform, the genre, the core 
gameplay, the visual style and characters and storyline. 
 

In the professional game industry, GDD’s guide all of the people who work together to make a 
game – the artists, the programmers, the level designers, the sound designers, etc. – so that 
they all can understand and work towards the game designer’s unique vision for the game. In 
addition to describing the creative vision for the game, professional game design documents 
often include material about how the game will be made including things like team members, 
technology, budget, and schedule. For your project, you do not have to include the last parts. 
 

Overall Vision for the Game  
This section should provide a short summary or description of the game. Imagine you are 
‘pitching’ the game to a friend while riding on an elevator. How would you describe the game in 
one minute or less? Why would they want to play it? What makes it sound fun and engaging? 
 

Overall Vision for the Game – We Want Our Game To… 
 

Target Audience  
Great game designers always design their games with a specific audience in mind, and this 
section should describe that audience. For example, are you designing your game for young 
kids, older kids, or adults? Boys, girls, or both? Is the game designed for hard-core players who 
like deep, highly challenging games or casual players who like to play a little bit each day? 
 

Target Audience – Who Would Be Most Likely To Play The Game 
 

Platform  
Is the game designed to be played on a game console? A mobile device? The web? A good game 
design targets a specific platform and uses the capabilities of that platform to its advantage. 
Doing a 3D first person action game in a web browser is hard (but not impossible!), and you 
can’t count on your players having access to a joystick if they’re going to be playing on a 
smartphone. 
 

Platform – Our Game Platform Will Be For This  
 
Genre 
This section should describe the genre of the game. Popular genres include action, adventure, 
sports, strategy, puzzle, racing, platformer, and role-playing. Is the game a mix of genres (e.g. 
action-adventure or a clever combination that’s never been tried before)? Or maybe you have 
created an entirely new genre! 

Genre – Our Game Will Be This Kind Of Game 
 



Core Gameplay  
This section should describe in detail what playing the game is like. Most game design 
documents will do this by talking about some or all of the following things:  

 
• Core game mechanics: What is the player doing in the game? This is often best 

described through active verbs like running, jumping, racing, counting, puzzle solving, or 
exploring. Is the game single player or multiplayer? Cooperative or competitive? 

 
• Goals: What is the player trying to accomplish in the game (i.e. what is the ‘win state’)? 

What does he or she have to do to achieve that goal? What barriers or obstacles exist 
that make achieving that goal difficult? How can the player fail at achieving the goal(s) 
(i.e. ‘loss states’)? What kind of feedback does the player get on progress towards the 
goal? How is the player rewarded when a goal is achieved? 

 
• Components: What kinds of things are there in the game? For example, enemies, 

objects in the environment, power-ups, points, etc. What do they look like? What do 
they do? How can the player interact with them? 

 
• Controls: How does the player control what happens in the game? What does pushing a 

certain button on the controller do? Can the player move a block by touching the screen 
and dragging it? 

 
• User experience: When the player starts to play the game, what steps do they follow? 

What screens will they see? How are levels in the game structured? How does the 
player move from one part of the game to the next? 

 
Core Gameplay – Our Game Will Include You To Do The Following: 

 

Visual Style – Our Visual Style Will Be 
This section should describe the look and feel of the game. Where does the game take place: In 
the real world? A fantasy world? Space? Underground? In the past? In the future? Is the game a 
2D world? A 3D World? What does the art look and feel like: Is it gritty and realistic, beautiful 
and fantastical or something else? Many GDD’s include drawings or graphics to illustrate the 
visual concept. 
 

Visual Style – Our Visual Style Will Be 
 

Characters and Storyline (if applicable) – Our Story & Characters Are: 
This section should provide a short summary or description of the game. Imagine you are 
‘pitching’ the game to a friend while riding on an elevator. How would you describe the game in 
one minute or less? Why would they want to play it? What makes it sound fun and engaging? 
 
 



Characters and Storyline (if applicable) – Our Story & Characters Are: 
 

CAPSTONE GAME DESIGN DOCUMENT HELP 
 

Describe Your Overall Vision for the Game 
Example:  

• A game where you have to teach your avatar everything it needs to know about the 
Design For Gaming class State Standards. 

• A Game That Helps You Understand How and Why Design Fits In To Game Making. 

• There would be four levels with specific things you have to learn and know. 

• The breakdown of what that looks like is attached with this GDD. 
 

Describe Your Target Audience 
EX: Students aged 14 – 18. 
 

Describe Your Platform 
EX: For PC But there will be a PS4 Version 
 

Describe Your Game Genre 
EX: I am completely open to interpretations of gameplay. It could be a dungeons and dragons 
type role-play with action and monsters. It could also be a straight up virtual type game in 
which you literally maneuver your character through various areas where they can obtain 
skillsets 
 
 

Describe Your Core Gameplay 
Core game mechanics: To Be Determined By Your Design Team 
 
Goals: To Be Determined By Your Design Team 
 
Components: To Be Determined By Your Design Team 
 
Controls: To Be Determined By Your Design Team 
 
User experience: To Be Determined By Your Design Team   

 
 

Describe The Assets You Will Need To Create (locations, backgrounds characters, etc.) 

One condition of the game is that you have to include YOU as a character you can play or 
encounter in the game. These characters should exhibit several recognizable components of 
who you are (Laugh, look, phrase, mannerism, etc.) 
 



Describe & Give Examples Of The Visual Style 
I am picturing several visual styles. One would be a first-person style adventure game that has 
you roaming various areas and completing certain tasks in order to learn about X standards. 
Another could be a serious adventure style game with monsters, etc. Kind of dungeon and 
dragons style 
 

Describe Your Characters and Storyline 
Only prerequisite is that your team need t be included in the game someplace. As characters 
you play or encounter within the game.  


